By Todd Smith

T

uning your arrows for perfect
flight may seem like a lot of
work, but it is well worth the
effort. It’s like perfecting a super accurate custom load for a high powered
rifle. Mike Fedora of Fedora Custom
Bows told me once that “accuracy kills.”
When you think about it, it’s true. Shot
placement is often the determining
factor of whether or not you recover
your animal. In addition to the accuracy improvements, penetration is also
enhanced when arrows are flying perfectly. Dr. Ed Ashby ranks perfect flight
Number 2 on his list of top 12 penetration enhancing factors second only to
structural integrity. In other words, do
what it takes to get your arrows flying
perfectly. You will shoot more accurately and get better penetration.
For all tuning of traditional bows
we recommend that you start with your
arrows at least a couple inches longer
that you think you’ll need them and if
you really want to do it right, start out
with full length arrows. This allows you
to cut them a little at a time to stiffen
them as you go. If you find that the
arrows fly best 2 inches longer than
your draw length, don’t worry about it.
Perfect flight is much more important
than an arrow cut to a particular draw
length.
Another good tuning tool is a field
point test pack. When you have field
points from 100 grains to 315 grains
you can use the different weight points
to adjust the flight characteristics of
your arrows. Adding a heavier point
will weaken the arrow’s dynamic spine
and adding a lighter point will stiffen it.
Note: It is recommended that you
keep a written record of the tuning
process and especially where you end
up when you’re finished. Record the

Traditional shooters must have near perfect form and crisp clean releases if they intend
to bare shaft tune or paper tune.

brace height, the nock point location,
plunger adjustments, arrow model/
spine, arrow length, and point weight.
You will find this information quite
valuable the next time you purchase
arrows. Some dealers track this same
information for their customers.
All tuning methods described here
are from a right handed archer’s perspective. Left handed archers will need
to reverse the indicators for their tuning.

Fletched Arrows
Tuning by simply watching the
flight of your fletched arrows as you
shoot them is one of the most popular

tuning methods. It is the easiest, quickest, and simplest of all tuning methods. When tuning with fletched arrows
you’re looking for good clean flight
from right out of the bow all the way
to the target. If you notice a very slight
kick at the shot, but the arrow recovers
quickly and flies straight to the mark,
don’t worry about it. That is simply
the arrow recovering from the archer’s
paradox. Bright colored feathers are
best because they allow you see the
arrow in flight much better.
If there are any tuning issues
you’re going to see either a side-to-side
motion of your nock which is called
fishtailing, or an up-and-down motion
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Photo Left: Bow
on the left is set up
for shooting off the
shelf with a plunger.
Note the calf hair
glued to the tip of the
plunger to keep the
draw quiet. The NAP
Center Rest Flipper
on the right is an
excellent choice for
those shooting vanes
or who simply don’t
want to shoot from
the arrow shelf.
Photo Right:
Hi-tech, plunger
adjustable longbow
on the left and a conventional solid riser
longbow on the right.

called porpoising. If you have multiple
issues you may see a circular motion.
Fishtailing is generally a spine (arrow
stiffness) issue and porpoising a nock
point issue.
Start about ten yards from the
target and shoot an arrow. If it exhibits
some side-to-side motion and impacts
to the right, it is weak. If you started with arrows that were full length,
you knew this would probably happen
anyway. Cut 1/4 inch off the arrow to
shorten and stiffen it and shoot again.
Continue shooting and shortening the
arrow until it is flying cleanly from
the bow and impacting where you are
looking. If you started with full length
arrows and find that the arrow impacts
to the left at the first couple shots,
your arrows are far too stiff for that
bow and you will need to drop a spine
bracket with a different set of arrows.
Remember, for right handed shooters,
arrows that are too weak will impact
to the right of your aiming spot and
arrows that are too stiff will impact to
the left.
Note: Arrows with very high FOC
(forward of center) percentages do not
play fair. They do not follow the normal rules of tuning. A quick story...
While trying out 315 grain points on a
fletched full length tapered GrizzlyStik
Sitka (.530 deflection) and a fletched
GrizzlyStik Alaskan (.440 deflection) I
found that the weaker Sitka impacted
to the left of my target a full 10 inches
whereas the stiffer Alaskan impacted
right on target. I was officially confused. That couldn’t be. To verify the
results I switched to a 100 grain point

A special thanks to Danny Dupuy
of Tri-State Archery in Kendallville,
Indiana for his assistance with the
content and photos in this article.

on the Sitka and shot again. This time
it landed perfectly in the target right
next to the Alaskan. The bow was a
Hill styled Thin Ram longbow that has
a sight window that is cut about 3/16
inch shy of center. The theory: Since
the arrow started out its flight already
pointing to the left of target, and since
so much of the mass weight of the
arrow was in the front of the arrow,
even though the spine was weak, the
mass weight pulled the lighter tail end
of the arrow with it to the left rather
than allowing the arrow to over flex and
wrap around the riser impacting to the
right like an arrow with a much lower
FOC would do.

Bare Shaft Tuning
Bare shaft tuning is another popular tuning method with traditional
shooters. In bare shaft tuning you shoot
an arrow with no fletching. The idea is
that by eliminating the guiding effect
of the feathers, any problems with
spine or nocking point location will
be magnified and you will be able to
see the indicators while watching the
bare shaft as it flies toward your target.
If you can get an arrow to fly well with
no feathers at all, then you know your
feathers are not covering up any flight
issues.
Bare shaft tuning can be

problematic however. Your form must
be nearly perfect during bare shaft tuning or you, the archer, will be inducing flight problems that you will not
be able to eliminate with spine and
nock point adjustments. If you have
bad form, bare shaft tuning will be very
frustrating for you and we recommend
that you use the fletched arrow method
of tuning. (And work on improving
your form.)
Start about ten yards from your
target. If your bow is already set up with
a nocking point, you can leave it where
it is. If you’re setting up a new bow,
you may want to start with the nocking
point just a little higher than normal
because we don’t mind nock high at
this point of the process. We are first
trying to get the arrow to flex the proper
amount so when it is launched from
the bow it flies straight away from you,
nock and point in straight alignment,
as it flexes recovering from the archer’s
paradox, all the way to the target. Once
that is adjusted properly we look to
resolving the nock high issue.
Right handed shooters: When you
shoot the arrow, if you see nock left,
point right, and your arrow impacts to
the right of the spot you were aiming
at, the arrow is exhibiting a spine that
is too weak.
To stiffen the shaft you can either
cut it shorter or use a lighter point.
(Even if you are using a plunger, since
this is early in the game and you’re
starting with long arrows, you will want
to adjust the arrow by cutting it rather
than simply adjusting the plunger.)
If when you shoot you see nock
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right and point left, your shaft is exhibiting a spine that is too stiff. To weaken
it you can increase your point weight,
or try an arrow of the same spine that
is longer.
Repeat the shot sequence, watching the nock and point of the arrow
as it flies to the target and where the
point of impact is in relation to your
aiming spot. After each shot, make the
appropriate adjustment then shoot
again. Continue this sequence until
you get your arrow to where it is flying
straight from the bow, nock and tip
in alignment as they fly to the target,
and impacting in line with your aiming
spot.
Once you get your arrows flying
straight and true to the target you can
adjust out your “nock high” by slowly lowering your nocking point until
when you shoot you see your arrow flying nice and horizontal with nock and
point in the same plane.
After all is good, to verify your
adjustments, go back to 20 yards and
see if the shafts shoot straight all the
way to the target. If yes, then you’re
golden. If not, you should only need
very minor adjustments at this point.

Sounds easy, and it is as long as
your form is impeccable and your
nocks are not too tight on the string.

Group Tuning
Group tuning is taking your bare
shaft tuning one step further once you
are satisfied with your bare shaft set
up. Fletch three arrows of the proper
spine and length and keep three arrows
unfletched. Start at ten yards again and
shoot all six arrows. If they all land in
the same spot on the target you are
good to go. If the bare shafts land to
the right of your fletched arrows, they
are exhibiting a slightly weak spine and
you will need to slightly stiffen them
by cutting them just a little shorter. (At
this point you should have settled on a
point weight so it is assumed that your
adjustments will either be to the bow or
by cutting the arrow shorter. To stiffen
the flight of the arrow on a longbow
or recurve bow with a plunger, simply
move the plunger further out from the
sight window. For bows with no plunger, a small shim, like a piece of a round
toothpick, can be placed behind the
side plate. That moves the arrow further from center and compensates for
that slightly weak reading.) Continue
with the process until both the fletched
arrows and the bare shafts are
grouping together in the target.
Once you are shooting
tight groups at ten yards, move
back to 20 or 25 yards to verify your adjustments. If your
arrows all group together you
know you have tuned your bow
and arrows perfectly to each
other.

Notice the difference in center shot
between these two bows. The bow on the
right holds an arrow with the point just
slightly to the left of the string. The bow on
the left holds the arrow well out from center and will require a lighter spined arrow
even if both bows are exactly the same
draw weight.

Paper Tuning

When paper tuning an archer
shoots his arrows through a suspended
piece of paper and gets his feedback
from the tears in the paper. What you
are striving for is a perfect hole with
three little feather tears. Start about 3
feet or so from the paper and shoot an
arrow. (Once again you should start
with an arrow that is longer than you
need so you can slowly cut it down
until it is the proper stiffness.) When
you shoot through the paper if your
tear shows the point on the right and
a tear to the left, the shaft is telling you
that it is too weak. Cut it 1/4
inch shorter and shoot again.
If you started with a long arrow
and your tear shows point left
and tear right, you will have to
go to a lighter arrow because
that arrow is already too stiff
and overly long so it just makes
sense to drop to the next lower
spine. Continue the process.
Each shot, after shortening your
arrow, should show less and less
left tear. When you get close
towhere you need to be you
might only want to cut 1/8 inch
off at a time.
Three perfect holes. This bow is tuned
When you get a perfect hole
and ready for action!
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an important consideration
when deciding which spine
arrows you need to begin
your tuning process.
Some newer longbows,
like the Qarbon Nano, and
many of the ILF (International
Limb Fitting) bows are cut
well past center to allow vane
clearance and perfect tuning with either a plunger or
adjustable elevated rests like
the NAP Center Rest.
Draw Length: Not all
bowyers measure draw
length the same way. The ATA
Same arrow, same anchor point, but notice the difference in the draw lengths in this photo. There is standard for manufacturers is
at least an inch difference just because of the handle/grip design.
26-1/4 inch from the deepest
portion of the grip, the pivot
at ten yards, move back to 20 yards and bowstring. Non-adjustable traditional point, back to the string. This allows
shoot again, checking to see if you still bows vary from 1/16 to 3/16 inch shy 1-3/4 inch for the thickness of the bow’s
have a perfect tear. If you do, great! of, or short of, the center line where the riser. But most people just measure the
If not, you will need only very minor string lies in the center of the limbs to arrow from the valley of the nock to the
adjustment to get there.
even 1/8 to 1/4 inch past center. The back of the bow. It is interesting to note
further from center the sight window that different bows drawn by the same
Traditional bow variables that
is, the weaker the arrow’s spine must be archer can yield different draw lengths.
you should know about and
to properly launch from the bow and A pistol gripped bow with some depth
check before tuning…
fly directly toward the target. Likewise to the riser will yield a longer draw that
Center Shot: Many longbows are the closer to center a sight window a small riser such as the Great Northern
nowhere near center shot. If a bow is is, the stiffer the
“Center Shot” the side of the sight win- arrows must be to
dow is in line with the center line of the fly correctly. This is
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This paper tear guide can help you interpret the tears your arrows
are creating as they pass through the paper.
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Nock to string fit is very important. A slight tap on the string should cause your nock to release from the string.

“Lil’ Creep” shown in the accompanying photo.
Bow Cant: Some archers hold
their bows very straight up and down,
or vertically while others hold it at an
angle or what is referred to as “canting
the bow.” This will affect the way an
arrow flies from the bow. Either style is
acceptable, but for consistent flight you

need consistent form.
I have found that most traditional
bows shoot quite nicely with a nock
point set at 1/2 inch high. At first glance
it looks too high, but I have seen literally thousands of longbows and recurve
bows that shot great with a nock point
set there. It is recommended that you
start 1/2 inch high, if you need to make
any adjustments at all, they will be very
minor.
Nock fit: Your nocks should fit easily on your string without snapping on
too hard. If a nock is too tight it will
cause all sorts of tuning issues. Until

you have proper nock fit it will be nearly impossible to get your arrows tuned.
What we like to see is a nock that will
snap on the string, but when you allow
the arrow to hang from your bowstring,
facing the ground, a light tap on the
string by your finger should dislodge
the arrow from the string.
Tunable nocks are great. If your
arrows come with friction fit, tunable
nocks remember that you can adjust
how your feathers engage your arrow
shelf by slightly twisting the nock.
Many traditional shooters leave a gap
between their side plate and arrow

Do your customers use vertical shooting or a slight angle known as canting the bow?
Either is fine as long as they are consistent. Note: If using an elevated rest like the NAP
Center Rest, they should stick to the vertical style of shooting.
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Once you are well tuned, be careful or you may get some Robin Hoods like these. Note how the arrow with a 200 grain head penetrated so much deeper than the arrow with the 100 grain head.

shelf material and position their cock
feather going straight up instead of
out at 90 degrees from the sight window. When shooting bows with plungers, many times a slight adjustment is
needed to eliminate contact with the
plunger button.
Brace Height: If your feathers are
coming in contact with your arrow
shelf before the nock clears the string
this will cause a bump to the tail end
of the arrow and can also give you false
readings on your arrow flight. During
the shot, your string actually comes
forward of its center line before the
nock clears the string. Make sure your
bow is braced high enough to allow
the nock to clear the string before your
feathers have a chance to contact the

arrow shelf and affect flight.
When bowhunting, the last thing
you need to be worrying about is arrow
flight. Put your work in ahead of time.
Tune your arrows to your bow so everything is shooting perfectly and when
you get out in the woods all you need
to concentrate on is the shot. No arrow
flight worries, just concentrating on
the shot. Good luck with your arrow
tuning, and remember, pick a spot,
concentrate, and shoot straight!

About the Author
Todd Smith has been a traditional bowhunter for over 40 years. After
learning the art of handcrafting wood
arrows in Alaska from his mentor John
Dodge, he built arrows professionally

for several years. In 2008, after a 19 year
stint with 3Rivers Archery, he made the
decision to help other businesses grow
and currently offers marketing services through his website ToddSmithCo.
com.
Todd Smith’s Traditional Focus
column in ArrowTrade is being sponsored in part by Alaska Bowhunting
Supply.
For past Traditional Focus columns, see the library of complete
issues at ArrowTradeMag.com. That
web site requires a high speed internet
connection, but the same columns are
available in easy-to-download PDF format at ArrowTradeMagazine.com.
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